In this data article, we provide the dataset which served as the basis for our related research article "Mapping critical cortical hubs and white matter pathways by direct electrical stimulation: an original functional atlas of the human brain" [1], which represents the first probabilistic cortical and subcortical atlas of critical structures mediating human brain functions based on direct electrical stimulation (DES) in patients undergoing awake brain surgery. 1162 cortical and 659 subcortical DES-derived responses were recorded during testing of 16 functional domains in 256
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Value of the Data
Here we present the first integrated and comprehensive cortical-subcortical atlas of structures essential for humans' neural functions based on highly-specific direct electrical stimulation-based mapping during real-time neuropsychological testing in a very large dataset (>250 patients) and with an unprecedented number of functional responses (>1800). These data provide a template of critical brain nodes, at both the cortical and subcortical levels, for major functional categories, which can be utilized to better understand the relationships between brain injuries and subsequent functional deficits, an issue of importance to neurologists, neurosurgeons, psychologists, and rehabilitation physicians. This novel and unique atlas can serve as a reliable and complementary tool for future multi-modal modeling and analyses exploring the structure and function of brain processing in humans.
Data
Location of main functional hubs of brain networks at the cortical level remains an open challenge for neuroscientists involved into connectome exploration as well as neurosurgeons aiming to achieve safe yet meaningful brain tumor resections. In addition, the identification network connections at the level of local and distant white matter pathways, has proved even more challenging, given that no noninvasive neuroimaging techniques exist that are able to provide information about the functional processing at the subcortical level.
In 2015 our Group published the first functional atlas of human white matter based on direct electrical stimulation (DES) during awake surgery procedures for resection of low-grade gliomas (LGGs) [3, 4] . Recently we reported the unique and sole atlas integrating an unprecedented number (1821) of subcortical (659) and cortical (1162) functional responses collected in a large series of 256 patients, among 16 functional domains [1] . Each different category of functional response (semantic paraphasia, movement, sensation, etc.) is associated with a network (or sub-network) explored (e.g. movement arrest is associated with motor planning network).
In addition, the atlas includes a probability distribution of all functional responses collected, at both the cortical and subcortical levels, based on a multinomial statistical analysis of the frequency in eliciting each response. The probabilistic maps for each network were computed in 1mm Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space, and are presented in this report as separate videos for each corticalsubcortical functional distribution (videos 1e16).
Supplementary video related to this article can be found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2019. 104892.
The value of this unique dataset for improving surgical and clinical practice relates to the uniqueness of functional data obtained from in-vivo brain mapping in a large and homogeneous cohort of patients. In addition to the clinical impact of these data, the exact location of large number of cortical and subcortical functional sites will be useful for integration into multimodal neuroscience studies focused on resolving the complex structural and functional networks that constitute human brain processing.
For this purpose, we make available in this report the full list of normalized MNI-152 spatial coordinates of each of the 1821 functional responses collected for the cortical-subcortical version of our functional brain atlas in two separate tables (Table 1 for cortical functional responses; Table 2 for subcortical functional responses).
Experimental design, material and methods
All the functional responses were collected during asleep-awake-asleep surgery procedures with bipolar stimulation (frequency: 60Hz; pulse duration: 1 ms; intensity range: 2e4 mA) during execution of dedicated functional tasks, as previously reported [3, 4] . All the 256 patients (mean age: 38.7 years; M:135, F:121; 85.1% right-handers, 9.4% left-handers, 5.5 ambidextrous) were affected by LGGs (60.6% in the left hemisphere, 39.4% in the right hemisphere). No patients had neurological deficits before surgery. Intraoperatively, functional sites were noted with numeric tags and then normalized coordinates tabulated based on a combination of intraoperative photographs along with post-operative 1-mm axial/sagittal/coronal T1-weighted MRI reconstructions by two expert anatomists (S.S. and M.T.).
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Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2019.104892.
